
The Gnome
Kit and Sam have found an underground 

tunnel. Follow them as they find out 
where it leads…
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As Kit and Sam were pruning the shrubs, 
they found an underground tunnel with 
a sign. They used the magic map to 
shrink so they could follow the tunnel.
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The Gnome

A ‘Let’s Read Together!’ Book

Q5: Why did the gnome want to 
make a sign?

 

Q6: What do you think the sign said?
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Kit and Sam had a visitor in school. 
He was a park-keeper. He was 
helping the class to tidy the school 
wildlife area. Suddenly, a cloud of                          
gnats appeared. 
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While Kit and Sam had been gone, the 
gnome had been busy designing and 
making a sign to help the rabbits. The 
sign told the gnats to keep away so the 
babies could play.  
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Q7: What do you think will happen next? 
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Q1: What were Kit and Sam doing in 
the wildlife area?

 

Q2: What might Kit and Sam find in 
the tunnel?
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“We know the way!” said Kit and 
Sam and they raced back down the 
winding tunnels to the gnome’s home. 
As they got there, the baby rabbit was 
just waking up. “My baby!” said Mrs 
Rabbit as she hugged him tight.
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The sign led to the gnome’s home. The 
gnome had found a lost baby rabbit 
and wanted to get a letter to its mum. 
The kitten had got lost because there 
were too many gnats to play outside. 
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Kit and Sam wanted to help. They went 
along the tunnel to deliver the letter. 
There were gnarled roots, and signs 
that had been gnawed by rabbits. 
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Q3: What did the gnome want to be 
delivered to Mrs Rabbit?

 

Q4: How do you think Mrs Rabbit 
was feeling?
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The Gnome
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The Gnome

A ‘Let’s Write Together!’ Book
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